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ABSTRACT

Optical Tooling evolved from traditional surveying, and
both technologies are sometimes used interchangeably In
large industrial installations, alnce the inatrumenta and
their specialized adapters and avpports complement each
ottler well. A unique marriage of both technologies was
accomplished In a novel application at LA14PF, the Los
Alamos Meson Physics Facility. LAMPF conaiste of a linear
accelerator tiith multiple target systems, one of’ whioh had
to be altered t.o accommodate a new beamline for a neutrino
experiment. The new line bras to be installed into a
crowded beam tunnel and had to be skewed and tilted in
compound anglea to avoid existing equipment. In this
paper we describe how Optical Tooling was used in conjunc-
tion with simple alignment and reference fixtures to set
fiducials on the magnets and other ❑echanical components
of the beaml]ne, and how theodolitea and sight levels were
then adapted to align these components along the calcu-
lated skew planes, Design tolerances are compared with
;easured alignment results.

INTRODUCTION

The C. P. Anderson Meson Physlca Facility at Loa Alamos,
NM, which is more commonly known under the acronym LAHPF
(Los Alamoa Mescn Physics Fac:lity) consists ot a lineur
accelerator with multiple target systems f’or high energy
physics experlmenta and research, The accelerator is
about 1/2 mile long and terminates at a switch yard where
the beam 1s directed toward vario~s experimental target
areas. The beam alwuy~ travela in atalnle88 steel beam
tubes under vacuum, Beam control 1s being accomplished
with magnets placed ext~rr.ally &round the evacuated beam
tubes, and dlrecLlonal changea follow simple geometric
piatterns along vcrt~cul, horizontal or circular reference
llnus. Alignment of’ accelerator beam Iinea and their
control magnets is performed with traditional aurvejing
lnstrumcntn or cptlcal tooling equipment using of’f’set-lin(’
tillgnmrnt technlquru. In ~ recent installation at LAMPF, n

_ncw bcnm Jille for ncutrlno physics research had to bu
innt~llcd into an t?x l’emcly crowded beam tunnul. The lln(’
had l<) hv skeued ouL of the horlzontnl pltine to avolcl
I’xlsLlllg ~qulpmvnt, mi~klng the use of conventional offsul
ellgl)m~nt dif’f’i(’ult or lmposaible, Thv show plane would
hnv~’ L(I bu jdellt.irled hy &r tilted thcodollt(’, but. thlw
intitrumrnt could not convunicntly bo set up to awerp N
non-horlzontnl ~;l:lnro Il(:wovvrl the thoodc)lit~? could ‘JO
nctup nt b~ndpolnt.s t,o sight along th~ compound mnRlo of’
t.hv hf!ilm centerline, A novel dovlce for locating thv



center of the beam pipeg was designed and used to perform
direct, on-line alignment of the long stretches of
non-horizontal beamline8. Quadruple and tripole ❑agnets
surrounding the beamline were targeted in an optical
~oollng dock and set into place using a combination of
eurveying and optical tool~lig instruments.

OPTICAL TCOLING DISCUSSION

Optical To~ling is the term which describes the applica-
tion of optical :nstrurnenta to control size, form and
position of parts and assemblies in many types of manufac-
turing processes. The instruments used for optical tool-
ing evolved from traditional aurv.eying equipment, such as
sight levels, transits and theodolites. A major modificat-
ion was made In the focusing range, which In optical
tooling 1s changed to range down to 10 cm or less from the
instruments. In industrial applications it 1s often im-
perative that the instrument be placed close to the object
or reference target, while the surveyor 1s more interested ‘
in the far field. lt is clear that surveying and optical
tooling scopes can sometimes be used interchangeably;
however, the latter ones do have specialized adaptors and
mounting stages which cftun make them ,superior to survey-
ing scopes in close range application.

The accuracies obtained through optical tooling are lim-
ited by the instrumentation, which is built to tolerances
guaranteeing the straightness of’ the line of ?+ight within
tO.025 mm and a leveling accuracy within Gne arc second,
permitting an overall allgnment accuracy of about, 1 part
in 200,000. In our application, the working distances
ranged from less than 1 meter to 10 meters~ with most tar-
gets separa:ed by no more than 5 meters. A point located
at that distance from the instrument can be po~ltloned

.ithln zO.025 mm (5000 divided by 200,000), a precision
satisfying the design speclficationa.

Optical tooling transits are designed to be placed in a
rigidly controlled tooling doink, where several transits
and levels are related optically to provide a sp~tial
grid of vertical and horizon?.al reference planes (Ref. 1).

OptleHl toollng telescoresl as well as surveyor’s
theodol.ite~, can be ut.illzed to project reference beams
ulong a specific poth such ds the centerline of a pipe. lf
this line has to follok a compound angle, the theodolitt!
lU suDerior, as on[’ can set the acopc diructly into this
angle,w wh!le optical tooling trbnsits usually arc allgnod
at right. angleu to form orthogoniil reference gridu.

Hith optical tooling, the same instrument.ution can bu used
to snt rc!’cr’rnccs or ttirgeta on the objects to bc u3scm-
h~~d, by using thu tooling duck, and then to hliar~ thv OlJ-
jvctn in~o thu hasem~ly, allowing for optimal url~ o!’
equl,pmentm The work cllP b L’ performed by expurielluud

, sul.rvyors as well. a~ opto-mrch~nlca] tuchnlciansi



SYSTEM DISCUSSION

From the LAMPF linac, a- pulsed stream of 800 Mev protons
traveling tit 82% of the speed of light enters through the
switch yard into varioua beam lines, one called beamline
D. A kicker magnet aelecta a fraction of the proton
to move down the new beamline E to a c~rbon target
Me30n production, approximately 95 meters downstream.
part of the beam not used in line E is sent to other
get areas of line D or to the Pr9ton Storage Ring.

beam
for
The

tar-

The beamlines consist of stainless steel tubes about 100
mm in diameter (Fig. 1 ) surrounded by magnets to shape
and stezr the beam. The magnets “are gpaced at interva13
of 20 to 30 meLers or at bend points where the beamline
changes directions. Quadruple magnets are used to f’ocua
and bipole magnets to steer the beam.

Congestion d~e to beam pipes, magnets, and associated
electrical and plumbing equipment in the narrow tunnels
dictated that the new beamline be moved up and to the west
(Fig. 2). displacement in relation to the old line ia:

Vertical: 682 mm up
Horizontal : 812 mm west

The dlapl~cement 1s accomplished by twistin8 the line into
a skew plane (Fig. 3) 40 degrees counterclockwise, up from
horizontal, looking donnatream, to travel up in a compound
angle composed of following elements:

Vel’tical = 1.56o Up
Horizontal = 1.20 west

Th( skew plane is defined by the bend points of the kicker
magriet KI-1 and the first bending magnet BE-I. These
points are separated by 38960 mm In the linear direction.
Both magnets are tilted into the 40° skew plane, and the
kl~ker magnet bends the beam ‘i .56 degrees up whllc the
L!ridlng maRrlut rcturn~ the be&m back by the same amount to
trtivel parallel to the original directio~ in the specified
0fr50~. A second bendinl? magnet, BE-2 turns tile beum ,
downward by 3,5 degrees for its journey toward the target.

Ability to control iind steer the beam depvnds on the pre-
cision tu which the magnets are aligned, The bendpointti
woru to bu set wlthlrl ail t?rr’~r sphere of 0.5 mm uiam~ter,

0 Va]lle which wau surp~saed in the final assembly.
‘Tulerance% for other beamline components were in gen~r’al

O.db mm for di~plac?mf?nt and 0,5 mr (1,5 minutes) for ro-
t.atlon, Aligrlment o!’ b~~m plpr WR1lS and flanRes wiis less
rriticn] nnd WHS aprc’iried to b$r il mm,

!;u(:II tjght. tol~’ranc[!s fur n system thi+t covers many tens

uf m~ters tir~l r~qulrcd to minlmizcr the usc of strcring
lllilRhCtS nrld Ca!lc t t)[’ L)uam transport tunu-up procedlJrus,
ospQLIlally rur t.hc flrrnt beum in t.hc line.



ALIGNMENT DISCUSSION

To develop an alignment procedure, the system is descrLbeU
in simple terms as consisting of several assembly olua-
ters, i.e. magnets connected by linear aeotlons of
beampipes, ●ll located concentric around the central ray
of the proton beam.

One ‘simply has to identify the location of this central
ray ●nd the bsndpoints within a global coordinate grid for
use in setting the alignment telescopes, and target the
mechanical components so they can be aligned using optical
lines o!’ sight. The point of origin of the coordinate
grid coincides with the point of origin of the new beam-
line, E, which also is a point on the old beamline D. The
alignment procedure oan then be b-ken down into following
steps:

m develop global coordinate control grid
9 develop centering fixtures
● set references on magnets
● uue on-axis alignment procedure for setting

beamline elements between bend points, and
9 use off-axis alignment procedure far setting

magnets which occupy the bendpointa.

Develop Global Coordinate Grid------ ------------ .-------——
The new beamline is inserted into the old line by replac-
ing a pipe ?section and adding the kicker magnet. As both
lines are to be used selectively the switching point must
coincide precisely with the ‘as-is” location of the old
line. The hardware was installed ❑any years ago and ha8
slightly moved wit5 passage of time. Originai control was
achieved by off-line alignment using bifilar optical tOOl-

ing target inserts placed into reference flata in magnets
and floor monuments. By repeating the original off-line
setup we determined the actual alepe of’ the line and
placed permanent targets on walla and floor of the tunnel
to identify the exact x,Y,z=O,O1O location for the ori-
gin of the new control grid.

By using conventional techniques, the grid waa then
referenced on the tunnel surfeces as it progl eases toward
the target area, und the positlona of t!]e two bendpolnta
were marked. The accuracy of the grid was checked by
setting a theodolite on an elevated stand [Fig. 4) at
bendpoint no. 1 and filghting bauk toward the point of
origin, which was identified by an optical tooling target,
A series of measurements resulted in b mean duvlatlon of
0,?5 mm in the vertical and less thgn 0,3 rnm in the hori-

szuntal dircctlon, This pr~elsion of closure bras better
than th~ tolerance npccs nnd quite remarkable, considering
th~ difficulty of oper:~ting th~ o~tlcal instruments lr~ thu

crowded &fld noiny tunnel.

ThQ global coordinate grid provides M set of dufil-purpon(’
references. Initially, they w1ll be uncrd tn posil.ion thv
thoodolite UXIFI at thv bcndpolnts~ ao thet thr l?IStrUm~~~t

cun b(’ sot to dUpliCiJtl’ ~he c@II~r’111 ray for on-llne allgn-
munt ualng thr centvrirlg f’lxture. 1P th~ sorond n?,rII, the



targets brlll be used to align the bendina ❑agneta 80 that
the magnetic bendpoints and the beamlinea are in colnci -
denae,

Centerln& Fixture Devel~ent--------- ----—-.----—
To align a pi~e to a cent~l oDtical reference line, the
pipe center-must be vlaibly identified at each end. TbIo
fixtures were built using commerci&lly Svailable optical
tooling targetn set into aleevos with conical end faoea o
and expandable centerir,g pins. By turning the conical
ring the pins are extenced until they contact the interior
pipe wall, thereby oentering the device. The fixtures
will position themselves within tne ●couracy of the round-
ness of’ the pipes. Several measurements showed that the
roundness was within 0.1 ❑m in the vicinity of the end

faces, well within design tolerance.

One fixture cart-lea a ace-through target with a bifilar
wire cross hair, while the other one ~.a equipped uith a
bullseye on translucent plastic to serve ●s the terminal
target (Fig. 5). Backlighting of’ the bullseye resulte in
excellent visual contraats on both targets in the line,

The experimental set up in Fig. 6 1s a simplified align-
ment procedure that uses a theodollte with a laser eye-
piece, The laser beam is projected through the theodolite
and can be rocused on any point along the line, thereby
identifying first the near target and then the far target.
This permits a speedy and convenient use of the fixtures
in our crowded beam tunnel, aa the alignment technician
can work directly to the laser reference apnt. To’verify
and recor~ the actual position, the theodollte can then be
read in the conventional mode to obtain actual numerical
values of’ the final positions. The fixt’Jrea are inserted
into beampipea as shown in Fig. 7.

Allfinment Of Nicker tlaKnet--. ---------.-------- ---
The new beainline E originates from the kicker msgnet,
which bends and twists the beum into the skew plane, Thin
1s accomplished by rvtating a blpole bending magnet 40°
counterclockwise, The assembly can be seen in Fig. 8 ag
it is being lnatslled into the beamllne. Alignment con-
slsta of’ p:~sitionlng the m~lgnet bend point correctly in
x,Y,2, and rotation.

Linear control cun be achieved by a conventiontil off-lin~
tcuhnlque. llotatl~n~l control 18 more difr!cult, ag the
40° angle must be set to t 2 e.rc seconds in order to ru-

‘taln the beam within an ● ri”or circle of 0.5 mm diameter at
tho bend point dowrlsLream, Unfortunately, theru ~re no
coflvenlrnt ways to place targets on the bipole magnet for
dlruct anuular idrntlflcatlon. A novel approach was cho-
nen by trunsposlng thw rotational angle to a fixed level
plane to bu used ns the base t’or an optical tnoling coln-
cldcncc box level. Thcae devices consist of P1’eclsion
oplrlt Icvuln almllrir to thoso used on some transits, but
mounted in a preclsuly machined frame to permit reading
:.:t!~uril~:y to 1 ~rr nucond.



The magnet was referenced in an optical tooling dock (Pig,’
g), equipped with opposing transits and levels to provide
visual coverage of three aides of’ the assembly. The cen-
ter line was identified by targzt3 within the pole faces,
and the magnet was leveled in the linear direction to-the
optical plane established by the sight levels. The pole
face3 were turned 40° in rotation and two wedges were
bonded to the side close to each end wi~h the wedge tope
set level with the coincidence levels. The orthogonal
grid of the tooling dock was then used to measure the
exact position of the tiedae edges in relation to the mag-

net centerline, to provide dimensional off-set control.

This preparatory work provided ~bro wedges giving total “
information for positioning control. The horizontal and
vertical edges of’ the wedges were related in the linear
direction to the magnetic centerline, so that the top
surfaces indicate rotation; if the wedges are level, the
magnet is rotated 40°. One wedge can be seen in the center
of Fig. 8 as it is being used In conjunction with an ooti-
cal tooling scale. The extensive preparatory work in tk.e
optical tooling dock reduced the dif’f’icult task of defiri-
ing the intersect~~n of a skewed line with the old
beamljne, throu~h multiple tilted theodolltes or opticzl
toollng scopes, to simple referencing in x,y,z. The
beamline source point is the 0,0,0 point of the global
coordinate grid. The magnet to be installed has two
reference wedges attached. These are located
off-line technique,

using
and then rotated using a standard

coincidence box level.

Alianment Of Beam Pipe--- ------------ ---- -
To locate the beam pipe sections concentric around the
proton beam, a theodollte is set to duplicate the central
ray optically and the pipes &re installed with the aid of
centering fixtures. The theodolite is moved to the beam
line bend point by using mechanical slide mounts permit-
ting motions in x,y,z within 0.02 mm (Figs. 4 and 6). The
instrument 1s positioned using the sur!’ace targets of the
control grid as references. With the line of sigh! sloped
in the composile angle, the pipes will automatically be
placed in the correct, plane. Allgnment commences with the
fur’thest pipe section at the kicker magnet and moves
progressively down the line toward the instrument.

With the theodolite placed at the bend point, one can
sight in either direction following the pipe run up or
ciownbeam, therebj using one instrument setup to aligrl two

‘pipe runs. OrI(] simply has to tilt and rotate the t@le-
scopc using the lnatrument circles to set the design an-
gles.

Ali~nment Of Quadru~ole Magnr’ts--- ------ ---------- ------ - ----
The qu;ldr’upole milgnet,s are surrounding the beam pipe in
pairs (Fig. 10) and are installed as preassembled units
with a pipu section in place. The pipe fit be~ween thu
pole face~ 1s a slip fit of 0.1 mm Cleoruncem Allgnmcnt
Of th(? plFe, using the cunterlng flxturn, will renult ir]
proper concentric m:ignet position,



Linear positior, along ths beamline wan Bet by. an off-line
technique, using transita to aet optical planen parallel
to the point of origin at the denired distance.

Rotational control appeared to be difficult to achieve in
the confined apace, as it waa not poaaible to reference
the round magnet bodies so that they cou~d be aligned in
the slanted plane using conventional means. We again
used a technique LO transpose the rotational angle to a
fixed level plane, as “previously described for the kicker
magnet.

Assembly and referencing was done. in the optical tooling
dock. Uith centering fixtures installed, two magnets were
aligned to the orthogonal grid seL up by transits and
levels, and final ad~ustments were made to assure s slip
fit for the beam pipe between the pole f&ces. Then a ref-
erence flat was mounted radially across the top of the
frame as the base for a coincidence level.

This preparatory work resulted in an assembly with two
magnets in correct axial and rotational orientation, sus-

pended from a steel frame. The pipe center provides axial
control and the coincidence level gives rotation.

Alignment into the beam line proved to be a simple proce-
dure, even i! we used a combination of on-line and
off-line optical techniques plus
rotational control.

CONCLUSION

Installation and alignment of a

a spirit levei for

new beamline into an
l:xisting tunnel at L~MPF was successfully completed with a
~omblnatlon of surveying and optical tOollng lnSt?’IJlnents,
complemented by simple auxiliary fixtures. Use of cen-
tering fixtures for cn-llne allgnment and the transposi-

tion of rotational references into the level plane
simplified the alignment process for non-horizontal sec-
tions of the beamline, Work was completed on schedule

Jcspi:e severe crowding ilnd generally poor working condi-
tions. The first beam was transmitted through the new
beamline in only a fraction of an hC)Ur of tune up time, a
feat which proves the successful solution of a complex
alignment problem.
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Fig. 3: Definition of skew
plane. Magnet centers face
each other to define the
plane. Maintenance of
angular and linear toler-
ance 19 critical.

Fig. 4: Theodolite at
bendpoint. The instrument
is sitting about 3.5 m
above floor level on an
extended optical toollng
stand, Supported by preci-
sion slides to permit move-
ments in x, y, z within
0.02 mm.

●

❇❉❇✎ 5: Cvnter’ing f;xturus
in test stand. One fixture
has sre-through target of’
bl-fllar cross 2jrc3; the
other on9 ha!! bull s(’yf’
tar’get on translucent plas-
tic,

Fig. b: Theodolite With
laser eyepiece used to
align centerinp, fixtures III
experiment.+1 set up.
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Fig. 7: Centering fixture
being ins. “ted into open

end of beam pipe.

Fig. 9: Optical tooling
dock for referencing kicker
magnet. Opposjng Lran9its
and leve13 provide visual
coverage of three sides.
~agneL rotation dunllcates
posltlon in final assembly.

Fig. 8: Kicker magnet
‘ being installed into

beamline. The magnet is
rotated 40” into skew
plane. Rotational and
positional control is pro-
vided by wedges and optical
tooling. srales visible in
center.

Fig. lu: Quadruple
magnets mounted into

beamlln~. Round and rough

machined outer t)odleg tnilke
conventional referencing
impossible.


